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Abstract
Query expansion is a method for improving retrieval performance by
supplementing an original query with additional terms. This process
improves the quality of search engine results and helps users to find the
required information. In the recent years, different methods have been
proposed in this area. In addition to such a variety of different approaches in
this area and necessity of the study of their characteristics, the lack of a
comprehensive classification based on candidate expansion terms extraction
methods and also suitable and complete criteria to evaluate them, make the
precise study, comparison and evaluation of methods for query expansion
and choosing appropriate method based on need difficult for researchers.
Therefore, in this paper a new useful framework is presented. In the
proposed framework, in addition to the identification of three basic
approaches based on the candidate expansion terms extraction methods for
query expansion and expressing their properties, appropriate criteria for
qualitative evaluation of these methods will be described. Next, the proposed
approaches will be evaluated qualitatively based on these criteria. Using the
systematic and structured framework proposed in this paper leads a useful
platform for researchers to be provided for the comparative study of existing
methods in the field, investigating their features specially their drawbacks to
improve them and choosing appropriate method based on their needs.
Keywords: Query, Query Expansion, Classification, Document Content, External Knowledge
Resources.
Introduction
In the last years the growth of the web in both content and users and the vast
improvements in search engine technology have mainly changed how to collect and share
knowledge and information. Nowadays the search engine plays the important role for users to
access the required information. Although search engine technologies have grown and
achieved a lot of success, however, there are still some problems to solve. For example, we
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can refer to low precision in returned results or high volume of results. In this field, among
the introduced methods for solving such problems, query expansion is one of the most
important ones. Query expansion (QE) is a technology studied in the field of computer
science, particularly within the scope of natural language processing, information retrieval
(IR) (Kanaan, Al Shalabi, Ghwanmeh, & Bani Ismail, 2007) and data mining. Information
retrieval focuses on finding documents whose content matches with a user query among a
large document collection (Rivas, Iglesias, & Borrajo, 2014). Data mining is a process that
uses data analysis tools to uncover and find patterns and relationships among data that may
lead to extract new information from the large database (Keyvanpour & Imani, 2013; Karimi
Zandian & Keyvanpour, 2017). QE is the process of refining the user query by adding new
terms or reweighting query terms. Actually QE helps users find their required information (B.
M. Kim, J. Y. Kim, & J. Kim, 2001; Lee, Huang, & Hung, 2007; Li & Agrawal, 2000). Some
typical reasons to use the query expansion are introduced as follows:




Increasing the quality of search results particularly from the view point of precision,
recall and relevance measures, which are proposed in this field (Andreou, 2005).
Helping the users create a good query that provides what the user really needs.
Disambiguating the problems due to natural language processing and using single
word to express a concept (Wang, Du, & Zhang, 2010).

Mainly query expansion has three main different types: Manually query expansion,
interactive query expansion and automatic query expansion (Segura, García Barriocanal, &
Prieto, 2011). In the manually QE, the user plays the most important role. User expands the
query through adding terms to or removing terms from his/her query without any help from
information retrieval system. Users can formulate the query using the facilities in the search
engine interface to change language, and select documents that must be returned and decide
which keyword is shown as a search result. In interactive query expansion, information
retrieval system proposes expansion terms through interaction with the user. Finally, in third
type, system proposes the expansion terms without user assistance (Cui, 2009).
Independent of query expansion types, this process has two phases. The first phase
includes searching process for relevance terms and adding them to main query. These terms
would be candidates for expansion. The second phase includes integration of expanded terms
for new query (Gaillard, Bouraoui, De Neef, & Boualem, 2010). Regarding the existing
methods for QE, some methods immediately work on query and expand it after applying the
query. Most of these methods use external resources for QE, but others use returned
documents for query expansion. We can use both strategies for QE. Figure 1 shows
combination of first and second strategies.
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Figure 1. Architecture of query expansion

There are some challenges in the query expansion area, including:
 Problem of semantic understanding and dealing with language (Carpineto & Romano,
2012; Croft, Cronen Townsend, & Lavrenko, 2001)
 Needing speed in the search engine to reply to query (Bhogal, MacFarlane, & Smith,
2007; Carpineto & Romano, 2012)
 Difficulty of controlling the query expansion degree and the fact that the modified queries
may contain lots of irrelevant terms, which can be seen as noise (Bhogal et al., 2007;
Carpineto & Romano, 2012)
 "Query Drift" problem that is being acquired irrelevant and demanded results by
expanding the query such as "out weighting" that is specifying more relevant result as a
more irrelevant result and vice versa (Carpineto & Romano, 2012; Mitra, Singhal, &
Buckley, 1998).
Query expansion is used in some applications, which employ information retrieval systems
and search engines, like:
 Multi documents summarization (Zhao, Wu, & Huang, 2009)
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 Image retrieval and search (Asbaghi, Keyvanpour, & Amiri, 2008; Hoque, Strong,
Hoeber, & Gong, 2011; Keyvanpour & Tavoli, 2013)
 Question answering systems (Abouenour, Bouzouba, & Rosso, 2010; Jia, Sun, & Li,
2008; Liu, Fang, Hu, & Chen, 2008)
 Multimodal information retrieval (Díaz Galiano, Martín Valdivia, & Ureña López, 2009)
 Web information retrieval (Fattahi, Wilson, & Cole, 2008; Khozooii, Haratizadeh, &
Keyvanpour, 2013)
Studying the methods in query expansion field shows that there are different methods and
strategies for query expansion. Query expansion has been sought as a solution to the problem
of imprecise query since the 1960s. Therefore, QE has a long history and various methods in
this field have been proposed (Wollersheim, 2005). QE includes techniques such as finding
synonyms, finding all the various morphological forms of terms by stemming each word in
the search query, fixing spelling errors and automatically searching for the corrected form or
suggesting it in the results and reweighting the terms in the original query (Farhoodi,
Mahmoudi, Bidoki, Yari, & Azadnia, 2009; Pinto & Pérez Sanjulián, 2008).
Limited and a few works have presented classification of query expansion techniques
based on expansion terms extraction ways (Andreou, 2005; Wollersheim, 2005). According to
Andreou (2005) query expansion methods were divided to probabilistic and ontological
methods. According to Wollersheim (2005) query expansion approaches were divided to
algorithmic QE and interactive QE. According to Bhogal et al. (2007) ontology-based query
expansion was divided into two categories: Query expansion using corpus independent
knowledge models and Query expansion using corpus dependent knowledge models.
Carpineto and Romano (2012) have classified automatic query expansion into five categories:
linguistic analysis, corpus- specific techniques, query- specific techniques, search log analysis
and web data. According to Ooi, Ma, Qin and Liew (2015) query expansion methods were
divided into three classes: query expansion using corpus dependent knowledge model, query
expansion using relevance feedback, query expansion using language model.
Investigating the methods offered in this area indicates various approaches for query
expansion. In addition to such a variety of different approaches in this area and necessity of
the study of their characteristics, the lack of a comprehensive classification based on
candidate expansion terms extraction methods and also suitable and complete criteria, make
the precise study, comparison and evaluation of methods for query expansion and choosing
appropriate method based on need difficult for researchers.
Accordingly, in this paper, in addition to query expansion methods classification and
expressing their properties, the approaches are evaluated qualitatively and compared
technically based on new and useful criteria.
To achieve this goal, first, various methods suggested in query expansion field are studies.
Next, their characteristics whether their advantages or disadvantages are determined and
extracted. Then, the main ideas of these identified methods are specified and extracted. The
methods are classified based on the obtained ideas and expressed properties of each class
individually. Next, appropriate criteria are presented to evaluate the approaches qualitatively.
Finally, these proposed approaches are studied comparatively based on the proposed criteria.
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The research steps of the proposed useful framework for the classification of various
query expansion methods includes:
 Classification of query expansion methods based on the candidate expansion terms
extraction methods;
 Expression of descriptions and properties of query expansion approaches introduced in
the first step individually;
 Explanation of useful criteria to evaluate query expansion approaches qualitatively;
 Evaluation and comparison of query expansion approaches to each other based on
proposed criteria qualitatively.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First section deals with the classification of
query expansion methods. In the following section the proposed criteria for evaluating the
proposed approaches are discussed. Query expansion methods in the framework of the
proposed classification and criteria are evaluated qualitatively in next section. Finally, in last
section conclusion is presented.
Classification of query expansion methods based on the candidate expansion terms
extraction methods according to the proposed framework
As shown in Figure 2, based on the proposed classification in this paper, query expansion
methods based on the candidate expansion terms extraction methods are divided into 3
categories: document content based methods, external knowledge resources based methods
and hybrid methods.

Figure 2. The proposed classification of query expansion methods
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Document Content Based Methods
According to the proposed classification in this paper, in this category, there are methods
that work on documents content.
In document content based methods, global analysis or local analysis based on selected
document set is used to analyze and process (Chang & Ma, 2008). Due to extensive use of
these concepts in text based methods, the kinds of analysis are explained in text based
methods sub section.
Independent of the type of document content based methods, there are two approaches to
process documents: statistical approach and natural language processing (NLP) approach. In
statistical approach, statistical methods are used to extract candidate expansion terms. While,
in NLP approach this process is done grammatically and linguistically. What is important is
that the base of statistical methods is terms frequency. Terms frequency is calculated in
documents. Terms with the highest frequency are introduced as candidates for expansion
(Joho, Sanderson, & Beaulieu, 2004). Different methods to calculate terms frequency are
included:
 Co-occurrence terms method: In this method the co-occurring terms with original
query terms are selected as candidate terms for expansion. In fact, the idea is based on the
association hypothesis (Imran & Sharan, 2010): “If an index term is good at discriminating
relevant from non-relevant documents then any closely associated index term is likely to be
good at this.” This method supposes that co-occurrence pair of terms in documents often
present similar topic. Therefore, co-occurrence terms with original query are good options for
proposing as expansion terms. In other definition, we can say that this method is a
probabilistic method and based on frequency of co-occurrence terms in training corpus
(Farhoodi et al., 2009). Some works make similarity thesaurus based on co-occurrence terms.
In similarity thesaurus the relation between terms and queries is calculated. In fact, this
thesaurus is a matrix which contains similarity between terms. In this thesaurus, the term
relation with query concept is the sum of its weighted relations with each terms in query. The
query is expanded by n top terms with the highest weight, actually the terms that are the most
similar to query will be selected (Tu, He, & Luo, 2009). In global analysis, co-occurrence
terms are calculated based on all documents but in local analysis the expansion terms are
extracted from retrieved top documents. Main question in this method is that how cooccurrence terms are extracted. There are standard measures for this work. For example,
According to Imran and Sharan (2010) two coefficients namely jaccard and frequency were
used.
(1)
Where di and dj are the number of documents in which terms ti and
respectively, and dij is the number of documents in which ti and tj co-occur.
∑

tj occur,

(2)

Where ti and tj are two terms of the query, fd,ti is frequency of term ti in document d, fd,tj
is frequency of term tj in document d and D is number of top ranked documents used. We can
apply these coefficients to measure the similarity between terms represented by the vectors.
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Also there is another method in this topic namely local context analysis (LCA) that is
one of the most successful methods (Sheng & Jiang, 2003). Clearly, this method selects
expansion terms based on terms co-occurrence with original query terms. Simplified form of
LCA formula for weighting terms is shown in Equation (3):
∏

∑

(3)

Where t is a document term, Q is the query, qi is a query term, d is a document in ntop-ranked document set, tf(t,d) is the frequency of term t in document d, tf(qi,d) is the
frequency of qi in document d, idf(t) is the inversed document frequency of term t and N is the
number of top-ranked documents (N is a normalization factor and doesn’t influence on
ranking). Above formula is compared with tf*idf formula that is shown in Equation (4):
∑

(4)

This comparison shows that LCA method weights the term frequency with regards to
effect of the query terms frequency. Then the high frequency terms that are presented in
documents with high frequency of query terms are weighted by higher scores. Also, here it is
tried to emphasize on terms that are simultaneously co-occurrence with all query terms.
 Clustering method: In this method clustering can be done on all documents or
retrieved documents based on the original query. In first case it is supposed that all of
documents are divided into sets of clusters (Xu & Hu, 2010) based on documents textual
features. Notice that documents clustering in this approach are independent of query.
Actually one of the most successful initial global analysis methods was terms clustering
which is based on the association hypothesis (Andreou, 2005). Basically in this approach, the
documents which are similar in majority of terms are clustered together. Discriminative terms
from each cluster are used for query expansion. In second case clustering is dependent on
query. Figure 3 shows the process of cluster based query expansion.
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Figure 3. Cluster-Based Query Expansion (Xu & Hu, 2010)

 Relevance feedback method: The main idea of this method is to correct the original
query by previous retrieved documents. The first user applies the query; next set of ranked
documents are shown. User selects relevant documents from the retrieved documents. In(5)
this
method expansion terms are selected from these documents that user confirms. Actually this
method uses user interaction for specifying low numbers of relevance documents and then
more similar documents are retrieved (Jia et al., 2008; Wollersheim, 2005). In query
expansion based on relevance feedback, terms weights are updated based on relevance
information. For example, terms weight in relevant documents can be increased and M top
terms can be selected as candidate expansion terms. A lot of methods are suggested for terms
weighting using relevance feedback. Robertson and Spark Jones function (Robertson & Jones,
1976) is explained as a method using relevance feedback. In this model w, weight of term t is
shown in Equation (5):
Where p is the probability of t occurring in relevant documents, and ̅ is the
probability of t occurring in non-relevant documents. p and ̅ are calculated based on
Equations (6) and (7),
(6)
p=
=

(7)

Where N is the total number of documents in a collection, n is the number of
documents containing t, R is the number of relevant documents for a topic, and r is the
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number of relevant documents in which t occurs. The term weight can be calculated for all
terms in relevant documents. Then, the terms can be ranked in decreasing order of weight, and
the top ranked terms can be used for expanding an existing query (Robertson & Jones, 1976).
Other definition in this method is pseudo relevance feedback that is similar to relevance
feedback with this difference that pseudo relevance feedback does not use the user interaction
and supposes retrieved N top documents are relevant. Okapi BM25 (Matsumoto, Kurohashi,
Nyoki, Shinho, & Nagao, 1991; Pant & Srinivasan, 2005) is the most widely-used pseudo
relevance feedback algorithm, which uses the result of the first retrieval as a resource to
extract more query terms for the second retrieval. According to Lin, Li, Hsu and Wu (2010)
this algorithm was used as the basic pseudo relevance feedback. Used formula in this
algorithm has been shown as follows. The similarity between query Q and document Dn is
calculated by the Equations (8), (9) and (10):
∑

(8)

Where

(9)
(10)
Where N is number of documents in the collection, n is the number of items containing a
specific term, R is the number of items known to be relevant to a specific topic, r is the
number of these containing the term, tf is the frequency of occurrences of the term within a
specific document, qtf is the frequency of occurrences of the term within a specific query, dl
is the document length, avdl is the average of document length and ki , b are the constants
used in various best matching (BM) functions.
According to proposed classification, these methods are divided into three categories: text
based methods, graph based methods, structure based methods.
Text Based Methods
In this category, texts are used for QE. Text mining technique is usually used to expand
the query. Large volume of text documents which are available in the web, lead to discovering
hidden knowledge from document corpuses. Text Mining is the discovery of new, implicit,
and previously unknown information by automatically extracting information from text
documents (Imani, Keyvanpour, & Azmi, 2013; Keyvanpour & Imani, 2013). Considering to
be more important kind of analysis in text based methods, according to proposed framework
in this paper, text based methods are divided into global analysis based and local analysis
based (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Classification of text based methods

 In the local analysis, documents returned based on initial query are processed. The
whole of calculations are done online in this case and local analysis case uses subset of
documents to build relations between terms and avoid analyzing the whole document space
(Chang & Ma, 2008).
 In the global analysis, the whole of corpus is investigated and the records of
predefined keywords which are relative to documents are stored. These keywords define main
scope of documents (Xu & Croft, 2017). Usually in this case the calculation of terms
correlation will happen only once at the time of system creation.
Structure Based Methods
There are some methods that use structural information of documents. Namely according
to Yin, Tu, Xu and Zhang (2009) semantic skeleton was built for query and documents
contents. The semantic skeleton includes keywords and their position in query sentences. Yin
et al. (2009) presented a method to utilize the match of the semantic skeleton to search the
documents. Using this method can avoid the difficulties of complex comprehension of natural
language, effectively increasing the recall and speed of retrieval. In some works, regardless of
other contents of pages only links existing between corpus pages namely Wikipedia corpus
are used. Main idea of using links is that the links existing in pages refer to pages with similar
contexts. In fact, in these works structural information of pages is used. According to Lin and
Wu (2008) Wikipedia was used and QE was performed via link analysis. Wikipedia is an
online free encyclopedia which can be edited by anyone online. Every entry in Wikipedia has
links to related entries in Wikipedia or related web pages in other websites. In this paper,
researchers believe that the anchor text of such links must contain related keywords.
Therefore, they treat with these anchor texts as candidates of query expansion. Also,
according to Leelapatra and Netisopakul (2008) new technique was proposed to improve
query expansion using a link analysis technique called Hypertext Induce Topic Selection
algorithm (HITS). In this work, there were two modules: link analysis module and query
expansion module. The output of link analysis module was sent to query expansion module.
According to Qian, Qian, Wei, Wang and Zhou (2002) to enable the structure expansion, first,
a structure thesaurus was built based on the analysis of the XML corpus. With receiving a
query, the structure thesaurus was examined and for each tag in the original query, one or
more tags were retrieved from the same group.
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Graph Based Methods
In this sub section, we refer to some works that use graph for QE. The construction of
concept graph is one of artificial intelligence methods for presenting the hidden knowledge in
documents. The nodes of this graph are concepts and its links are relations between concepts.
One of the graph applications is finding the other correlative concepts for user query. This
graph can be built by two main methods: the methods based on NLP and the methods based
on statistical. In the first method concept graph is built by language processing and analyzing
the content of texts. The resources used for these methods can be dependent on or
independent of corpus. According to Farhoodi et al. (2009) concept graph was built by
Wikipedia corpus. But there is another method for constructing concept graph. According to
Amiri, AleAhmad, Rahgozar and Oroumchian (2008) statistical calculation was used to
extract concepts and build graph. According to Zhao et al.(2009) a graph based method as a
query expansion method was used for multi document summarization. This work uses both
the relations between two sentences and relations between sentences and words to select
appropriate discriminative words from document set and performs query expansion by them.
Properties of Document Content Based Methods
According to what is expressed in the last sub sections, we can summarize properties of
document content based methods in Table 1.

Global Analysis Based
Local Analysis Based

Text Based Methods

Table 1
Document Content Based Methods and their properties
Advantages
Disadvantages
1- Because of corpus global 1- Very static
analysis, there is not the 2- Needing
documents
problem of non-reliability containing keywords
about relative or irrelative to 3- This approach consumes a
initial retrieved results
big part of calculation
2- Because performing QE resources
is not dependent on initial 4- Difficulty in reliability on
retrieved results in this completeness and correctness
method and is done once, QE of corpus documents.
is done faster than local
analysis method.
1- These methods are query 1- If initial retrieved results
oriented
be irrelative, performance is
2- These methods avoid low because expansion terms
global analysis of corpus
are selected from these
documents.
2- Needing calculation of
term correlation for every
query in run time.
3- Difficulty in reliability
from
completeness
and
correctness
on
corpus
documents.
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Description
Frequently suitable terms
for query expansion are
found from statistical
calculations and terms
frequency in document set.
These methods can use
statistical preprocessing for
query expansion.

In this approach suitable
terms are extracted by
initial retrieved results
processing.
Frequently,
statistical methods are used
to
extract
candidate
expansion terms. In this
approach all calculations
are
performed
after
applying the query by user
and
results
retrieval.
Therefore, this approach is
dependent on query.
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Advantages
1- Increasing the recall
2- This method can avoid
the difficulties of complex
comprehension of natural
language
3- Frequently this approach
is independent of language.
4- Increasing the speed of
retrieval.

Disadvantages
1- Some structure based
methods can be applied to
only special corpuses such as
Wikipedia

1- Query expansion may be
performed semantically
2- This
approach
can
receive suitable information
with lower noise than
traditional methods.
3- Concept graph can be
used for natural language as
semantic based language

1- Language dependent if
concept graph is constructed
by linguistic processing.
2- When
corpus
global
analysis is needed, the process
of graph construction is time
consuming and requires high
computational resource.
3- Valuation of concept
graphs is a big issue. Because
in concept graphs the number
of concepts and their relations
are quite high and this makes
it impossible to evaluate the
accuracy of all the relations
directly.

Description
There are some methods
that
use
structural
information of documents
instead of consideration of
text content and in the
many cases link analysis
will be performed for query
expansion. In the other
word, connections and
positions of words are
considered.
In this approach the graph
is constructed based on
document
analysis.
Analysis method can be
NLP or statistical method.
Generally, the nodes are
concepts and links show
similarity
between
concepts.
Similarity
between terms is calculated
by constructed graph or
network
and
query
expansion is performed
based on that.

External Knowledge Resource-Based Methods
In this category, there are methods that use knowledge resources for query expansion. In
these resources the relations between items have been defined explicitly or implicitly. The
resources used in these methods can be independent of or dependent on corpus (Abouenour,
Bouzoubaa, & Rosso, 2009). Based on proposed classification, external knowledge resourcebased methods are divided into two categories: ontology or lexicon-based methods and
implicit knowledge resources based methods.
Ontology or Lexicon-Based Methods
These approaches are typically based on dictionaries or other similar knowledge
representation sources such as WordNet (Voorhees, 1994). An ontology is a formal naming
and definition of the types, properties, and interrelationships of the entities that exist for a
particular domain of discourse. The purpose of an ontology is to provide a context for the
vocabulary it contains (Bhogal et al., 2007). Therefore, one type of dictionaries that consists
of concepts and their relations is called ontology. The strategies based on tree structures and
ontology can expand users query by the derivable semantic information from ontology.
Generally, we can perform query expansion by external resources. So in many works this
approach has been used. According to Barathi and Valli (2010) the similarity was calculated
according to concepts semantic similarity and their relations. Concepts similarity is measured
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by distance between concepts. The distance between different concepts is calculated based on
their position in the concepts hierarchy. The position of a concept in a hierarchy is defined
based on Equation (11), where k is a predefined factor and larger than l and L(n) is the depth
of the node n in hierarchy.
(11)
For the root of a hierarchy, L(root) is zero. For any two concepts c1 and c2 in the hierarchy
having closest common parent (ccp), the distance dc between these two concepts and their ccp
is calculated by Equation (12) and the distance dc between c1 and ccp is calculated by
Equation (13).
(12)
=
=

(13)

Thus, the similarity Simc between the two concepts c1 and c2 is calculated by Equation
(14).
=

(14)

Also, the similarity Simr between any two relations r1 and r2 is given by Equation (15).
=

(15)

The distance between two relations is also calculated based on their positions in the
relation hierarchy. In some works, domain ontology is used for query expansion like Segura,
Vidal and Prieto (2010) and Zhang, Du, Li and Jia (2009) and the other are used general
ontology for query expansion namely WordNet like Shabanzadeh, Nematbakhsh and
Nematbakhsh (2010). WordNet is one of the most important lexical resources in information
retrieval. In the works which use domain ontology, query terms domain is constrained to only
special domain.
Implicit Knowledge Resources Based Methods
There are methods that use the resources with implicit or indirect relations between items
for query expansion. Unlike ontology or lexicon based methods which contain direct relations
between items, this category needs to analyze items and extract relations. For example,
according to Ngok and Gong (2009) log information was used for QE, to analyze log items
and extract relations between new applied query and last queries. So, we can introduce log as
implicit knowledge resource. Notice in this method accessibility to log is considerable. Thus
this method cannot be immediately used after building system. Log analysis method uses user
click behavior to select expansion terms. In the other hand logs are analyzed to mining of
relations between a query and observed items by user. Also we can introduce other methods
based on log analysis such as: query expansion by similar queries like Bowman, Linden,
Ortega and Spiegel (2014),Bowman and Spiegel (2011), Leblang, Ortega and Saunders
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(2011), Moshfeghi, Velinov and Triantafillou (2016) and Zaïane & Strilets (2002), query
expansion by queries which have returned similar URL like Baeza Yates, Hurtado, &
Mendoza (2004), query expansion by the last query in query session like Carmel, Lewin
Eytan, Libov, Maarek and Raviv (2017) and Chen, Cai, Chen and de Rijke (2017).
Properties of External Knowledge Resource Based Methods
According to what is expressed in the last sub sections, properties of external knowledge
resource based methods have been summarized in Table 2.
Hybrid Methods
Nowadays many works use hybrid methods. These methods combine a number of
methods for query expansion. In most works the main purpose of combining methods is
access to semantic query expansion. Each method has many advantages and disadvantages.
Applying these methods is useful because of increasing precision and maximizing the
advantages and cover or decrease the disadvantages. We divide the existence methods to four
categories based on the classification proposed in this paper. Figure 5 shows classification of
these methods.

Figure 5. The Classification of Hybrid Methods

Document Content Based and External Knowledge Resources Based Methods
There are a lot of methods in this category. According to Chang and Ma (2008) a method
has been proposed for finding the expansion terms by users' log analysis and topic clustering.
According to Shabanzadeh et al. (2010) a method has been proposed by clustering
semantically and using WordNet. In this method the candidate expansion terms are words that
are relative to the whole of words in the cluster. According to Liu, Li, Zhang and Xiong
(2008) a method has been proposed to calculate semantic similarity phrase. Also in this work
initial retrieved results and WordNet are used and expansion units are phrases.
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Ontology Based

Description
In this approach
semantic relations
between terms are
considered
in
different
formats
such as hierarchical
in
knowledge
structures.
Actually semantic
relations
between
initial query terms
and the other terms
in
knowledge
structure are used to
query expansion.

Implicit Knowledge Resources
Based

External Knowledge Resource Based Methods

Table 2
External Knowledge Resource Based Methods and their properties
Advantage
Disadvantage
1- Semantically query
1- Relations between concepts are
expansion
complicated than defined relations in
2- Speed
of
query ontology because ontologies are static.
expansion
2- Since words are categorized based on
their type in ontology (e.g. noun,
adjective, verb), two words with
difference type cannot have a
relationship.
3- General ontologies don't have named
entities.
4- Ontology may be not matched with
documents corpus.
5- In some cases, ontology is domain
dependent
6- General ontology may contain
ambiguity terms.
7- Construction and maintenance costs
are high.
8- When query concepts are not related to
ontology concepts, query expansion is
not possible.
9- Access to these semantic resources
especially for some languages such as
Arabic and Persian is difficult.
1- Given that log data is
1- If there are not any related queries in
created based on user user log, query expansion process is
options, user interests failed.
are payed attention
more.
2- Chosen words by this
approach to expand
are more appropriate
and reliable.
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This approach uses
click behavior of
users obtained from
log
system
to
choose expansion
words. In the other
word,
logs
are
analyzed to mine
relationships
between a query and
seen documents by
users.

Machine Learning Based and The Other Methods
Unlike the pervious introduced methods, there are not many works in this approach and
generally using machine learning techniques for query expansion has not been propagated yet.
According to Al Shaor, Hmeidi and Najadat (2008) using genetic algorithm for query
expansion was proposed. Also according to Krömer, Snášel, Platoš and Abraham (2010)
genetic programming was used to extract suitable expansion terms. According to Han and
Chen (2009) WordNet and RBF neural network were utilized for query expansion. In this
work RBF neural network has been used to extract the most relative web documents and
terms corresponding to them. According to Chen, Lin and Chang (2006) user judgment and
neural network were used for query reweighting. This work consisted of two parts. In first
part, the query vector formed by the weights of query terms was constructed and the degree of
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similarity between each document vector and the query vector was calculated. The system
retrieved and ranked the h-top documents having higher degrees of similarity with respect to
the user's query, and the user marked each of the h'-top documents retrieved as a relevant
document or an irrelevant document, where the values of h and h' were determined by the user
and h>= h' >= 1. Then, the relevant documents among the h'-top documents retrieved were
used to form the "cluster center vector". In second part the weights of query terms were
adjusted based on a back propagation neural network.
The evaluation criteria of query expansion approaches based on the proposed
framework
Performance evaluation of query expansion methods is often difficult, because different
methods with a variety of approaches achieve this goal and applying different criteria to
evaluate these methods is not possible. To evaluate the approaches outlined in the previous
section, the following criteria have been considered and rankings are applied on four different
levels: low, medium, high, very high except the Independence from Language that is Yes or
No.
 Calculation Cost: The amount of documents' volume that is required to analyze and the
number of required analysis and calculation to achieve to best solution.
 Semantic Level: The amount of semantic relationship between the words selected for
expansion and the words in the query (Farhoodi et al., 2009).
 QE Speed: Speed of retrieve of best information to answer query.
 Precision: The number of relevant documents for each query is denoted as Relevant, the
number of documents retrieved for the query is denoted as Retrieved, and the number of
relevant documents correctly retrieved is denoted as Relevant ∩ Retrieved. The precision is
defined in Equation (16) (Gao, Liu, Wang, Gu, & Yong, 2015).

 Independence from Language: Is the query expansion approach independent of
document language or not?
Evaluation of query expansion approaches using the proposed criteria
We introduced the measures for evaluation of query expansion approaches qualitatively in
previous section. The results of comparing different mentioned techniques are shown in Table
3. Notice that we initial the values of each measure based on the majority role between current
methods of each approach.
In text based methods, calculation cost of methods based on global analysis is more than
methods based on local analysis, generally; because as mentioned before, in global analysis
we have to investigate whole of text but in local analysis, some parts of the text are used to
create relationships between words not whole of the text (Barathi & Valli, 2010). Due to
process of parts of text retrieved based on initial query in local analysis based methods,
semantic level and precision are usually better than global analysis based methods. It is clear
that investigation based on a particular query causes better semantic level and precision (Xu
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& Croft, 2000, 2017). In contrast, because in methods based on global analysis, the global
techniques examine word occurrences and relationships in the carpus as a whole and use this
formulation to expand any particular query (Xu & Croft, 2000, 2017), speed of query
expansion in methods based on global analysis is higher than methods based on local analysis.
Table 3
The Evaluation of Query Expansion Approaches
Calculation
Cost
Global

Text Based

Document Content Based Methods

Analysis
Based

Local
Analysis
Based

Structure Based

External Knowledge Resources
Based Methods

Graph Based

Statistical
Methods:
High
NLP Methods:
Very high
Statistical
Methods:
Low
NLP Methods:
High
Low
Global
Analysis:
High
Local
Analysis:
Medium

Semantic
Level
Statistical
Methods:
Low
NLP
Methods:
Medium
Statistical
Methods:
Medium
NLP
Methods:
High
High

High

QE
Speed

Precision

Independence from
Language

High

Statistical
Methods: Low
NLP Methods:
Medium

Statistical
Methods: Yes
NLP Methods:
No

Statistical
Methods:
Medium
NLP Methods:
High

Statistical
Methods: Yes
NLP Methods:
No

High

Yes

High

Statistical
Methods: Yes
NLP Methods:
No

Statistical
Methods:
Medium
NLP
Methods:
Low
High
Global
Analysis:
High
Local
Analysis:
Low

Ontology Based

Low

High

High

Implicit Knowledge
Resources Based

High

High

Low

Medium

Very high

Medium

Hybrid Methods

Domain
dependence:
High
Domain
independence:
Medium
Domain
dependence:
High
Domain
independence:
Medium
Very high

No

No

No

According to the proposed classification, we can divide methods based on global analysis
and local analysis into statistical and NLP methods and examine them. By investigating the
existing methods in this area, it seems that although statistical methods have less calculation
cost but semantic level and precision of query expansion are less than NLP methods
(Strzalkowski & Vauthey, 1992). Because statistical methods use probabilistic correlations
between query terms (Cui, Wen, Nie, & Ma, 2002) and used techniques are independent of
document language but candidate expansion terms extraction in NLP methods is done
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grammatically and linguistic (Grefenstette, 1997; Strzalkowski & Vauthey, 1992), so these
methods are dependent on document language.
In the structure based approach, due to using structural information of documents query
expansion based on this approach is independent of language. As a result, speed and precision
of query expansion are improved (Yin et al., 2009), so semantic level criterion is high too.
Calculation cost in these methods is low because of independent of the language and text
(Abouenour et al., 2010; Dalton, Dietz, & Allan, 2014; Leelapatra & Netisopakul, 2008).
As mention before, the graph based methods create graph of concepts to show hidden
knowledge of documents. Given that this approach uses relationships between concepts
existed in document and query directly (Farhoodi et al., 2009), semantic level and precision of
graph based methods are high (Amiri et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2009). To express calculation
cost and speed of this approach, it is important if the method is based on global analysis or
local analysis. According towhat was stated, in the global analysis based methods, the
calculation cost and query expansion speed are higher than local analysis based methods (Xu
& Croft, 2000, 2017). If to create and analyze of graph, statistical methods are used, this
approach is independent of language of document but using NLP methods lead to be
dependent on language.
In the external knowledge resources based methods, calculation cost of implicit
knowledge resources based methods is high. In contrast, calculation cost of ontology based
methods is low. Because in ontology based methods, the resources that are independent of
carpus and created before starting query expansion (Bhogal et al., 2007) are used; so one time
these resources are supplied and after that for each query expansion are used. While in
implicit knowledge resources based methods, the resources that are dependent on carpus and
click behavior of users obtained from log system to choose expansion words are used
(Abouenour et al., 2009) and for each query expansion this process is repeated. As a result of
what is expressed, QE speed in ontology based methods is higher than another type of
methods in external knowledge resources based methods category. Both types of external
knowledge resources based methods are dependent on language and resources related to each
document and each language are used. Because in ontology based approach, ontology is the
dictionary of concepts and their relation and implicit knowledge resources based methods use
the resources with implicit or indirect relations between items for query expansion, semantic
level of both of them are high. If for obtaining resources, domain of the document is paid
attention and then the resources are provided precision of query expansion in both of
approaches is high but if acquiring resources is independent of domain of document precision
of query expansion in both of approaches is medium because in this case conditions and
situation of the specific domain are not paid attention.
As mentioned before, in hybrid methods whether document content based and external
knowledge resources based methods or machine learning based and the other methods, it is
tried to improve advantages of methods and reduce their disadvantages to expand query and
obtained results of both of them are the same so one row exists in Table 3 called hybrid
methods. Precision and semantic level of hybrid methods usually are very high because using
more than one technique and using their advantages lead to improve precision of query
expansion and semantic level. But in contrast cost calculation and speed of them are medium
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because running the hybrid methods of query expansion is longer than running one of them
and it is necessary to spend more time to do process of query expansion. Finally, in hybrid
methods used for query expansion, combining methods causes analysis to do simpler and
amount of necessary calculation become lower. These methods are dependent on language
(Chang & Ma, 2008; Chen et al., 2006; Han & Chen, 2009; Hmeidi, Najadat, & Al Sha’or,
2008; Krömer et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2008).
Conclusion
Query expansion process improves the quality of search engine results and helps users
find the required information. In the recent years, different methods have been proposed in
this area. Lack of a comprehensive classification in terms of candidate expansion terms
extraction methods in this regard, expressing their features of the approaches and specified
evaluation criteria are the main challenges facing researchers. Therefore, in this paper, a
useful framework for identification, classification and analysis of query expansion approaches
was presented. The proposed model provides a suitable platform for the comparative study of
existing methods, investigating their features specially their drawbacks to improve them and
choosing appropriate method based on their needs.
According to the proposed framework, query expansion methods could be divided based
on terms of candidate expansion terms extraction methods into three categories: document
content based methods, external knowledge resources based methods and hybrid methods.
Assessment of the proposed techniques in each approach showed, with regard to advantages
and drawbacks of each approach, that to achieve a comprehensive method with more
advantages, the hybrid methods are more suitable. This combination usually eliminates
failures in any of the methods and allows them to benefit from the advantages of others.
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